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Brazilian couturière Alexandra Fructuoso’s
Madame de Pompadour-inspired atelier
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Fine Blooms’s boutique in BoxPark works with
London’s Universal Design Studio to create a
floral showroom reflective of the country in
which it resides, writes Louise Mamarbachi

Talin Hazbar and
Latifa Saeed at
Fine Blooms

n the corner of Al Wasl road,
in the urban and hip destination of BoxPark, a new boutique has opened. Just outside
at the traffic light, onlookers
gaze longingly through car windows at the spectacular arrangements
adorning the front of Fine Blooms, a bespoke
florist specialising in artistry and design. Step
inside for a closer look and you are greeted with
an instant hit of serotonin. The store, just like
the area in which it is located, feels alive, and this
is not just down to the bouquets on display.
“Dubai is all about innovation and so the
demand in the UAE is different to elsewhere,”
says UAE born and raised ex-marketeer, Mansoor Al Ghanim, co-founder of Fine Blooms.
“People are wanting to buy into something
unique, applying both to the concept as well as
the flowers themselves. It’s because of this that
we decided to bring a new offering to the city to
fill the gap in the market.” And fill it they have.
The creations and quality are second to none,

bringing Dubai’s most discerning clients a modern and artistic experience.
The concept for the boutique was designed
with Universal Design Studio in London. “This
was our first project working with a UAE-based
client and it was important to us that the store
somehow felt rooted in the locality through its
design,” explained Hannah Carter Owers, codirector of Universal Design Studio. “We visited
Dubai to explore the surrounding area, absorb
the culture and spend time out in the desert getting a feel for the local nature before heading
back to the drawing board to design a space that
felt luxurious and modern with a focus on unique
design,” she continued.
The showroom features an exposed undulating back wall with a fluidity redolent of sand
dunes in the desert; a striking backdrop to stage
Fine Blooms’s premium arrangements. In keeping with the intent to create a gallery-like boutique, the preparation room and chiller are
hidden behind polished stainless steel and textured glass, adding an industrial feel. At the front
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of the store there is a consultation area which
brings a softness to the space, and offers clients an
element of calm to explore ideas with the stylists,
whether planning an event, wedding, or just discovering ideas to complement their home interiors.
Throughout the boutique you will find
nature’s finest shades and textures, with earthy
green walls and lush fauna, complemented by
products born from collaborations with external
designers, from mother- of-pearl shell pots to
vases ingrained with sand from the UAE. These
collaborations further support Fine Blooms’s
unrivalled vision to bring something new to their
clientele.
One of the most notable partnerships emanates from working with local designers, Latifa
Saeed and Talin Hazbar. The collection of terracotta spheres called ‘Enclosures’ is the result of
two very talented individual designers that have
come together through their common language
of design and material.
“Universal Design Studio approached us to
create a design installation for the window display of Fine Blooms. The vision matched ours
perfectly, mirroring our commitment to bring
locally made products with an honesty of design
and material to the region,” explained Latifa.
“Enclosures is our first design product line and is
a result of an exploration of celebrated traditional
craft using the wheel throwing process,” continued Talin.
Whether hung indoor with flowers, or left to
organically grow with nature outside, these vases
become pieces of art in a home and offer Fine
Blooms customer base something relevant to the
UAE and its traditions. And with the flowers
and plants themselves all sourced from The
Netherlands directly from auction and shipped
to Dubai the same day, the longevity of the flowers, from the quality to the shape of each and
every stem, results in verdant and exclusive
arrangements, assured to bring any interior to
life. fineblooms.ae

